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ABSTRACT: Time-resolved diﬀuse X-ray scattering is one powerful
method for monitoring the progression from the creation of local structural
changes inside a crystalline material up to the transformation of the whole
crystalline bulk. In this work, we study the mechanism of phototransformation of a molecular crystal by time-resolved diﬀuse X-ray
scattering. Here, an optical excitation source, like a pulsed laser, initiates
structural transformations which are monitored by X-ray scattering
techniques. We have studied the dimerization process of the molecular
switch α-styrylpyrylium (triﬂuoromethanesulfonate) TFMS, in particular
for understanding whether cooperative eﬀects inﬂuence the changes of the
structure in the bulk and its periodicity. Upon illumination with optical
light, α-styrylpyrylium TFMS instantaneously photoswitches. Depending
on the optical ﬂuence, X-ray diﬀuse planes are observed prior to
phototransformation of the bulk. In the early stages of transformation,
the analysis reveals systems of randomly distributed islands of product clusters with gradual growth in size and amount. The
degree of transformation follows the optical excitation proﬁle, i.e., the spatial absorption of the laser beam. In the present studies,
no inﬂuence of cooperativity on the photodimerization process has been found.

■

INTRODUCTION
Photoinduced processes in organic single crystals have been
studied for a long time, and their potential in a variety of
photosensitive devices has recently made them a focus of
research.1−3 It has been shown that template-controlled
reactions in organic solids can be used to construct functional
organic building blocks with a wide range of applications like
storage materials and macro- and microstructured reactors.4
For the creation of these frameworks, photoinduced dimerization might be one of the fundamental reactions which triggers
the self-assembly. In the solid state, dimerization reactions
proceed homogeneously or heterogeneously.5 In homogeneous
reactions the crystal properties are conserved, whereas in
heterogeneous reactions the periodicity of the crystal lattice is
destroyed during the reaction. Though heterogeneous photodimerization reactions are widespread, homogeneous solid-state
photoreactions are systematic studies on their reaction
mechanism from a structural dynamics point of view rare.6 So
far it is not clear how the optical photoexcitation conditions
inﬂuence the topotacticity of the reaction (i.e., whether the
reaction proceeds homogeneously or heterogeneously) and
© 2012 American Chemical Society

whether a low transformation degree follows the same
mechanistic laws as the whole bulk transformation. Furthermore, it has not been investigated in detail to what extent
ultrafast excitation conditions might lead to a diﬀerent type of
dimerization processes.
We believe that photocrystallography is the ideal tool for
studying optical-induced reaction with structural changes in the
solid state experiments7−12 and to investigate intermediates by
time-resolved laser pump/X-ray probe experiments.13,14
In this work, we present our studies on phototriggered
molecular switches, whose transformations are followed from
local deﬁned structures in the bulk up to the entire sample.
In this way, it becomes possible to give an overview on the
transformation kinetics of solid-state reactions as a function of
optical excitation ﬂuence. Very low optical ﬂuencies lead to a
slow bulk transformation (optical illumination of the sample for
hours) and allow quasi-static structural reﬁnement with high
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spatial resolution at diﬀerent grades of the transformation
process. Using higher optical ﬂuencies yielding in faster
transformations (from 10% up to a complete transformation
of the sample after a single optical pulse) of the bulk,
investigations with high temporal resolution are possible. This
study aims to understand to what extent the structural
mechanistic properties are the same for all kind of excitation
conditions and to compare these studies with ultrafast X-ray
diﬀraction studies and their results. We have investigated αstyrylpyrylium (triﬂuoromethanesulfonate) TFMS as an
example, which bases on a chemical [2 + 2] photodimerization
reaction.16−18 Below 350 K, the crystalline system undergoes an
irreversible [2 + 2] dimerization from the monomeric reactant
state (C 23 H 29 O 5 SF 3 ) to the dimeric product state
(C46H58O10S2F6) by the absorption of visible light. At the
absorption wavelength of λ = 444 nm, this process reaches
maximum eﬃciency. According to the Woodward−Hoﬀmann
rules,19−21 the photodimerization is reversible above 350 K in
this material: The absorption of light closes the ring system,
thermal energy reopens it, and the crystal returns to the initial
monomer state. During the structural switching, the periodic
structure of α-styrylpyrylium TFMS crystals remains intact in
both directions of the reaction, thus allowing multiple switching
cycles. In the following, ultrafast experiments are aiming for the
time scales on the picosecond time scales and capitalize the
reversible high-temperature state of the material. On the other
hand, slow time scale experiments were carried out below 80
°C to investigate the bulk transformation from the monomer to
the dimer state.

Figure 1. Three-dimensional graphic of the experimental setup used at
the beamline D3, HASYLAB, Hamburg. The synchrotron beam (A)
and the optical excitation light source (B) are almost collinear. The
sample (C) is mounted on a 4-circle diﬀractometer (D) and the X-ray
diﬀraction patterns are recorded using a MarCCD camera (E).

collection was done at 80 K using an open ﬂow Oxford
diﬀraction Helijet. A 2-dimensional detector (MarCCD 165)
was used to record the scattering and diﬀraction patterns. The
phototransformation was initiated by a cold-light source using
an OG 580 optical edge ﬁlter, focused to 1 mm2 and providing
a power of 20 mW. The size of the sample and the
photoexcitation parameter result in an optical density of the
sample of OD580 = 0.2 for a crystal diameter of 200 μm, which
ensures a homogeneous excitation. The molar fractions of
monomer and dimer states were investigated as a function of
the illumination time. Data evaluation, integration, and
reﬁnement were done using XDS.27 Crystallographic structure
reﬁnement has been done using the ShelXTL software.28
Picosecond Time-Resolved X-ray Scattering and
Diﬀraction. The picosecond time-resolved measurements
were performed on beamline ID09B at the ESRF. Further
details concerning the general setup of the time-resolved
experiment can be found in refs 29 and 30. In the ultrafast
experiments, the photoreaction was initiated with 100 fs optical
pulses with a focal size on the sample of 1 mm2. The laser was
synchronized to the synchrotron at a frequency of 986.3 Hz,
the 360th subharmonic of the orbit frequency in the
synchrotron. The excitation wavelength of 520 nm was
produced by a Ti:sapphire laser system with an OPG (optical
parametric generator)/OPA (optical parametric ampliﬁcation)
unit providing a pump power of 25 μJ. The wavelength setting,
the illumination properties, and the sample size result in an
optical density of OD520 = 0.21 for the laser beam in grazing
incident on the sample. The monochromatic X-ray probe pulse
(about 50 ps fwhm in average) had an energy of 16.5 keV with
a bandwidth of ΔE/E = 3 × 10−4. The X-ray focal size on the
sample was 0.2 mm (horizontal) × 0.7 mm (vertical) on the
sample. For the optical laser pump/X-ray probe excitation
geometry, a quasi-parallel conﬁguration was used. The sample
geometry for X-ray diﬀraction was set to grazing incidence at an
angle of 2°. For the search of the diﬀuse planes, the crystals
were measured in rocking scan mode with a rocking range of
Δϕ = 2°. A 2-dimensional detector (MarCCD 165) was used
to record the X-ray diﬀraction pattern.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample Preparation. α-Styrylpyrylium TFMS was synthesized according to ref 22. For the phototransformation
experiments on slow time scales, α-styrylpyrylium TFMS
crystals with a size of about 200 μm × 150 μm × 150 μm
were used. For the ultrafast measurements, crystals with a
maximum thickness of 500 nm and with edge lengths of 50 μm
× 100 μm were used. The thickness of the crystals guarantees a
homogeneous optical excitation and X-ray probing of the full
volume. The crystals were grown on the surface of a metalcovered object holder by recrystallization of the material under
slow evaporation of the solvent 1-hexanol.
Optical Spectroscopy. The phototransformation from the
monomer to the dimer state was investigated by UV-NIR
absorption spectroscopy (Cary-5E spectrometer, 0.2 nm
bandpass). Further details concerning the spectroscopic setup
can be found in ref 23. As samples, crystalline α-styrylpyrylium
TFMS pressed in KBr pellets was used. A closed-loop Oxford
cooling system was used to perform the experiments at
diﬀerent temperatures above room temperature to induce the
back reaction. Further information about the spectroscopic
properties of the material can be found in ref 24.
Photo X-ray Diﬀuse Scattering on Slow Time Scales.
Photo X-ray diﬀuse scattering studies of α-styrylpyrylium
TFMS single crystals have been performed at beamlines F1
and D3 of the DORIS storage ring at HASYLAB at DESY.
Details about the setups used can be found in refs 25 and 26
and in Figure 1. An X-ray energy of 20 keV with an X-ray beam
size of 0.4 × 0.4 mm2 and a bandwidth of ΔE/E = 5 × 10−4 was
used. The samples were mounted on a 4-circle diﬀractometer
(D3) and on a Kappa diﬀractometer (F1). The crystals were
measured with diﬀractometer angles 2θ = 0°, ω = 0°, χ = 0°,
and a 180° ϕ-rotation in steps of Δϕ = 0.5°. The data

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A priori it is not evident which growing law a photodimerization process follows (see Supporting Information).
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The Avrami exponent of the optical measurement was
determined to 1.13 and the dimensionality of the propagation
of the new state is 0.13. The slow transformation of the bulk
therefore suggests a 0-dimensional transformation. The zerodimensionality of the reaction means that the dimer transformation probability does not depend on the kind of the
neighboring molecules and surrounding lattice, but primarily on
the absorption of optical photons. Therefore, cooperative
eﬀects based on phonons can be excluded.
The optical investigations of the back transformation to the
monomer conﬁguration show similar dimensionalities, but
diﬀerent rate constants depending on the temperature (Figure
3). The averaged Avrami exponent of the thermal back

Experimentally, these mechanisms can be distinguished by the
kinetic laws derived from the time evolution of the X-ray
scattering and diﬀraction patterns. Under constant excitation
conditions, it is also possible to distinguish between the
mechanisms on the behavior of the X-ray diﬀraction signal
itself, i.e., the occurrence of diﬀuse X-ray scattering signals or
the creation of Bragg reﬂections in reciprocal space. In the
following, we will discuss both eﬀects.
At low degrees of transformation, the X-ray scattering
patterns vary diﬀerently in time, depending on the underlying
propagation eﬀect as explained before. The seed generation in
the new dimer state leads to planes of diﬀuse scattering. These
planes intersect the theoretical positions of the dimer Bragg
peaks of a fully transformed crystal. During phototransformation, these diﬀuse planes grow in intensity and eventually take
the shape of new Bragg diﬀraction peaks. If the occupancies of
both monomer and dimer conﬁguration are comparable, the
Bragg reﬂections of both states are of appropriate intensities to
extract structural information simultaneously for both states by
standard crystallographic methods. We will summarize these
results in the following and compare them to our optical
investigations.
Growth Kinetics of Dimer Crystallites under Continuous Irradiation. In the following, we deﬁne dimer crystallites
as domains with a dimer structure and an average sizes >14 nm.
In order to determine the dimensionality of the phototransformation, the Johnson−Mehl−Avrami−Kolmogorow
(JMAK) model31,32 was used to analyze the X-ray diﬀraction
and the optical spectroscopy results, which was proved to be a
strong tool3,33,34 and based on the time-dependent S-shaped
function of the type y = 1 − exp(−ktn), where y is the dimer
fraction formed during the irradiation time t, k is the growth
rate constant, and n is the Avrami exponent.
The degree of transformation as a function of irradiation time
is shown in Figure 2. Here, the results yielded from optical

Figure 3. Change of molar fraction of monomers based on the
temperature-induced back transformation to the monomer state
recorded at 500 K (triangles, black), 470 K (rhombs, red), 430 K
(squares, blue), and 400 K (circles, green). The percentage of the
monomer phase measured by optical absorption measurements at
diﬀerent temperature can be ﬁtted by an S-shape function (red lines)
and results in an average dimensionality of the transformation of 0.4.

reactions was determined from a set of absorption measurements at temperatures from 400 to 500 K to be 1.40 ± 0.07,
leading to a dimensionality of 0.40. It should be noted that no
explicit temperature dependence of the Avrami parameter was
found, so the dimensionality of the back transformation is
statistical with respect to temperature.
As a result of these studies, more molecules are photodimerized in the illuminated front part, which explains the
dimensionalities larger than 0. The use of smaller samples or
excitation with longer wavelengths would lead to a more
homogeneous excitation and therefore to a smaller dimensionality, but, due to the worse signal-to-noise ratio upon weaker
absorption of the photons in these cases, it is experimentally
not suitable. Since optical spectroscopy normally monitors local
changes and XRD techniques monitor the changes of the
dimensionality of the bulk, the coincidence of the Avrami
exponents of the phototransformation and its thermal back
transformation emphasizes the statistical nature of both
processes. In other words, we propose that forward and
backward reactions are not driven by the crystal lattice.
Growth Kinetics of Dimer Seeds under Continuous
Irradiation. In the following, we deﬁne the creation of dimer
seeds as domains with a dimer structure and average sizes <14
nm. Diﬀraction patterns of soft materials reﬂect the ﬁnite lattice
coherence, as the longitudinal and transverse coherence length
of the lattice planes.35 If no other phase-destroying eﬀects
apply, the longitudinal coherence length ξl of the crystal is
related to the ﬁnite crystallite size determined by grain
boundaries. The transverse coherence length ξt of the crystal

Figure 2. Molar fraction of dimers as a function of irradiation time
determined from X-ray diﬀraction studies (circles) and the decrease of
the integral optical absorption (squares) with its maximum at 444 nm.
The Avrami ﬁts of the measurements lead to a dimensionality of 0.32
(X-ray diﬀraction measurement) and 0.13 (optical measurement),
respectively. At low transformation degrees (<30%) the X-ray
diﬀraction data can be treated by the diﬀuse plane analysis.

experiments are compared to the results based on photo X-ray
crystallography studies. It probes the kinetics of a phase
reaction including its nucleation and the dimensionality of the
growth mechanism. The Avrami exponent of the ﬁt is 1.32
leading to a dimensionality of the dimer state propagation of
dim = 0.32. Optical investigations reveal a similar dimensionality of the phototransformation of α-styrylpyrylium TFMS.
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The photoinduced diﬀuse X-ray signals are characterized by a
transversal elongation rather than a longitudinal one. Therefore,
and as the changes of the longitudinal coherence length in the
crystal have already been discussed in the section before, we
will now concentrate on the crystal transverse coherence length
ξt and its changes upon photoillumination. As shown in Figure
4, the Bragg diﬀraction peaks (1 4 −2), (1 5 −2), and (1 6 −2)
disappear during the phototransformation and the diﬀraction
signals of the dimer (1 4 −1) and (1 6 −1) appear as weak
diﬀuse lines. At two diﬀerent time points during the
transformation, the crystal used has dimer occupancies of 7%
and 65% and the corresponding diﬀraction signals of the dimer
changes from diﬀuse planes with a high angular fwhm (7%
dimer) to the common Bragg diﬀraction peaks (1 4 −1) and (1
6 −1) at a dimer occupancy of 65%. The transverse crystal
coherence length can be calculated by ξt = δt/λ, where δt is the
observed fwhm of the diﬀuse scattering in transversal direction.
Figure 5 shows the change of diﬀuse X-ray diﬀraction scattering

is related to the mean deviation angle of the lattice-plane
normals with respect to the macroscopic orientation. The size
of the crystal transverse coherence length ξt can also be limited
by the ﬁnite transverse dimensions of the crystallites. As shown
in the following, the critical parameters are met with dimer
grain sizes of ∼14 nm. We have used this size for our
distinguishing between seed (<14 nm) and crystallite (>14 nm)
formation.
Growth Kinetics of Seeds in the Longitudinal Direction.
According to Scherrer35 for the special case of thin plate
crystals, the minimum average crystallite size in the newly
formed state can be determined by monitoring the full width at
half-maximum (fwhm) of the reﬂections in longitudinal
direction δl(2θ). For the deﬁnition of the longitudinal and
transversal cuts through Bragg reﬂections, see Figure 4. With

Figure 4. Bragg diﬀraction peaks of a crystal with a high monomer
occupancy (93%, A) and a low monomer occupancy (35%, B). During
the phase transformation, the diﬀuse planes change to Bragg peaks (1
6 −1) and (1 4 −1) of the dimer phase and the Bragg diﬀraction peaks
(1 6 −2), (1 5 −2), and (1 4 −2) of the monomer phase disappear.
The analysis of the diﬀuse X-ray scattering is based on the fwhm in the
directions ξt and ξl for the transverse (t) and longitudinal (l) length,
respectively. The circular X-ray scattering signal coinciding in both
patterns is a result of ice formation during the measurement.

Figure 5. Change of the transversal fwhm of diﬀuse X-ray diﬀraction
scattering to Bragg diﬀraction peaks upon light irradiation (as
transversal intensity changes in arbitrary units versus pixel position
on the detector). Here, the fwhm at dimer occupancies of 7%, 25%,
and 35% are shown which decrease upon the phototransformation.

to a Bragg diﬀraction peak upon light irradiation (as transversal
intensity changes in arbitrary units versus pixel position on the
detector). As an example, the fwhm at dimer occupancies of
7%, 25%, and 35% are shown, which decrease upon the
phototransformation. In the case of the dimer diﬀraction signal
(1 4 −1), the spatial intensity distribution evidently narrows
and the fwhm decreases at larger dimer occupancies.
Figure 6 shows the transverse coherence length at diﬀerent
transformation degrees, based on the diﬀraction signal of
reﬂections (7 1 −1), (6 −3 −2), (5 −3 −1), and (4 −2 −10),
which grow from the diﬀuse planes toward normal Bragg
diﬀraction peaks (see also Figure 4). The average size of the
dimer sections of the crystal increases linearly with the
percentage of dimer occupancy. At 35% dimer population,
the transverse coherence length reaches a plateau and the Bragg
peaks belonging to the dimer are completely developed. Again,
at transformation degrees above 35%, due to the limits of the
apparatus response function, the dynamics of the nucleation
cannot further be monitored. We have assigned this limit as the
dashed line in Figure 6. Using the JMAK model to analyze the
time dependence of the fwhm of the Bragg diﬀraction peak and
the diﬀuse planes, the ﬁt leads to a dimensionality of 0.83.
However, this value is a convolution of instrumental response
function and JMAK kinetic properties of the sample. The
instrumental response function has been determined by
investigating the change of the fwhm at high transformation
degrees. Combining the X-ray diﬀuse scattering with the

δl(2θ) = λ/lave cos θ0, it is possible to determine the average
domain size lave contributing to the diﬀraction signal. λ is the Xray wavelength used and θ0 the diﬀraction angle at maximum
intensity of the Bragg reﬂection. Note that in a fully evolved
Bragg reﬂection, its fwhm is determined by the instrumental
response function of the diﬀractometer. Therefore, Scherrer’s
equation sets a minimum limit of the observed crystallite sizes.
In our case, this crystal size limit is 14 nm resembling the upper
limit for the observable eﬀect of growth kinetics of seeds.
Growth Kinetics of Seeds in the Transverse Direction. In
order to understand the nucleation mechanism of the
phototransformation, detailed analyses of the X-ray diﬀraction
data at low transformation degrees (below 30%) were
performed with special emphasis on the appearance of diﬀuse
planes upon light irradiation. In addition to the mechanism of
domain formation, they also give indications on the size of the
dimer domains formed. At transformation degrees around only
5%, the full shape of the Bragg diﬀraction peaks is not
developed and reﬂections with enlarged angular full width of
half-maximum can be investigated. The analysis of the diﬀuse
X-ray scattering signals is based on the fwhm in the transverse
(t) and longitudinal (l) directions δt and δl, respectively (Figure
4).
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Figure 6. Transverse coherence lengths in an α-styrylpyrylium TFMS
crystal against the irradiation time. The dimer state has been populated
by light-induced dimerization at 580 nm with a power of 20 mW. At
occupancies of around 30% and a corresponding transverse coherence
length of about 45 nm, the dimer diﬀraction peaks can be identiﬁed as
Bragg peaks and the instrumental function is dominant. The data were
determined, e.g., by the observed reﬂections (7 1 −1), (6 −3 −2), (5
−3 −1), and (4 −2 −10). The Avrami ﬁts based on the optical
measurements (solid line) and the X-ray diﬀraction data (dashed line)
showing the conformance to the diﬀuse X-ray scattering results.

Figure 7. Simulated changes of X-ray scattering behavior of αstyrylpyrylium TFMS crystal during photodimerization. (A) Diﬀraction of pure monomer crystal. (B−D) Scattering properties of 10% of
photodimerized crystal: (B) diﬀuse X-ray scattering caused by the
creation of 5 nm dimer seeds; (C) diﬀuse X-ray scattering caused by
the creation of 10 nm dimer seeds; (D) Bragg diﬀraction caused by the
creation of 50 nm big dimer seeds. (E) Diﬀraction of pure dimer
crystal.

diﬀraction work, i.e., kinetic investigations of seed growth
below and above 14 nm within the same data set, gives an
overall dimensionality of 0.24. Hereby, the coherence lengths of
the kinetic investigation data were calculated, using the values
0% and 35% as reference points. This dimensionality agrees
well with the optical measurements and clearly proves the
expected mechanism in which no cooperativity or phonon
propagation is needed for photoswitchingonly pure
absorption of optical photons.
In summary, the current analysis reveals the creation of
randomly distributed islands of product domains gradually
growing in size as the reaction proceeds. The degree of
transformation follows the optical excitation proﬁle, i.e., the
spatial absorption of the illuminating light. The slow kinetics
diﬀraction experiments reveal the simple dependence of the
integral ﬂux in the excitation pulse on the instantaneously
created seeds with random distribution.
Simulation of X-ray Diﬀuse Scattering Signals in
Crystalline α-Styrylpyrylium TFMS. Figure 7 summarizes
the results for the simulation of the X-ray diﬀuse scattering
signal changes for various phototransformation mechanisms in
crystalline α-styrypyrylium TFMS. The simulations were
performed using the software package Discus.36 For the
simulations, a crystal size of about 140 nm diameter was
chosen, corresponding to edge lengths of 100 × 100 unit cells.
The simulations were started from a pure monomer crystal and
ended in the simulations of a pure dimer crystal. Changes of Xray scattering signals of various transformation rates were
calculated and are shown for 10% of phototransformation in
Figure 7. In order to simulate the diﬀerences between a 0dimensional transformation mechanism and a 1-dimensional
transformation mechanism for an overall phototransformation
of 10%, the size of the randomly distributed dimer seeds has
additionally been varied.
The simulation of the diﬀraction for the pure monomer
crystal (Figure 7A) and pure dimer crystal (Figure 7E)

essentially reveal the expected reciprocal space patterns as
expected according to their unit cell dimensions and crystal
symmetry. The simulations of these phases have been
performed for the Miller indices h = (−4) to h = 4, k =
(−4) to k = 4, and l = 0.
For the simulations of the X-ray diﬀraction pattern at 10%
phototransformation (Figure 7B−D), the same range of Miller
indices has been used. Characteristic for the 0-dimensional
transformation mechanism is the formation of a number of little
seeds directly upon photoexcitation. In the simulation, these
seeds are presented by randomly oriented dimer domains of the
size of about 5 nm in diameter (corresponding to about 3 × 3
dimer unit cells). The creation of these seeds leads to a pure
diﬀuse X-ray scattering signal and conﬁrm the experimental
results summarized in Figure 6. In Figure 6, 7% of
phototransformation leads to the creation of dimer seeds
with an average size of 8 nm (simulated: 5 nm seeds at 10%
transformation) which coincides within the error bar of the
simulations and the experiment. Simulating 2 times larger
dimer seeds (10 nm diameter) randomly distributed within a
140 nm sized monomer crystal again leads to the creation of
diﬀuse planes (Figure 7C).
For a 1-dimensional transformation, directly after photoexcitation the seed sizes are considerably larger due to
cooperativity eﬀects. Cooperativity means that in a cascade
reaction one photon initiates more than one reaction to a
dimer.37 Simulations base on a very conservative value of 10:1
as the ratio for the number of excited molecules to the number
of absorbed optical photons. We have simulated that eﬀect by
choosing 10 times larger dimer seeds of 50 nm, again randomly
distributed in the 140 nm sized monomer crystal. This kind of
dimer seeds lead to well-deﬁned Bragg diﬀraction peaks, as
shown in Figure 7D. Projecting that result in Figure 6, it would
mean that Bragg diﬀraction peaks have already been formed
11000
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and the diﬀuse X-ray scattering signal have been disappeared
upon an optical photon ﬂux of about 1016 absorbed photons
essentially meaning a quasi-linear dependency of the transverse
coherence length with increasing optical photon ﬂux with a
gradient a factor 10 steeper as the one experimentally observed
in Figure 6.
The simulations of Figure 7 in conjunction with the
experimental results of Figure 6 emphasize that for a given Xray ﬂux the creation of diﬀuse X-ray scattering planes or welldeﬁned Bragg peaks can be used to distinguish between a 0dimensional and 1-dimensional transformation mechanism (for
further information see Supporting Information).
Ultrafast Creation of Dimer Crystallites. In the
following, we will ﬁnish our discussion by reﬂecting the timedependent behavior of the ultrafast switching of α-styrypyrylium TFMS bulk investigated with ultrafast X-ray diﬀraction.
For a valid comparison of the experiments, the same level of
optical absorbed photons and at the same transformation rates
need to be considered. Then it is possible to use Figures 6 and
7 as references distinguishing whether the phototransformation
mechanism investigated with ultrafast X-ray diﬀraction diﬀers
from the ones observed under slow quasi-continuous wave
excitation conditions.
Eﬀectively, the conversion rate of the ultrafast diﬀraction
experiment was determined to be 20% ± 8%. Figure 8A shows
the radial intensity proﬁle of the Bragg diﬀraction peak (2 2 1)
at diﬀerent time points measured at the time-resolved beamline
ID09B, ESRF. As shown, at early (−100 ps) and late (100 ps)
time points, only the Bragg diﬀraction peak (2 2 1) of the
monomer phase is observable. Around time zero, however,
when the X-ray pulse and laser pulse are temporally overlapped,

a satellite peak (0 and 40 ps) is observed next to the Bragg peak
which is associated with the dimer formation ((221) of the
dimer phase). As described in ref 16, the ring formation and
ring-opening reactions of α-styrypyrylium TFMS are very fast
and within the time resolution of the experimental setup.
Figure 8B summarizes the intensity diﬀerence map of the
collected Bragg reﬂection positive time points minus negative
time point (−100 ps) emphasizing the ultrafast formation of
the whole domain. Note that the diﬀerence map is evidently
empty at t = −100 ps. Disappearance of the dimer contribution
at +100 ps was initiated using a high experiment temperature
(+100 °C). In this way, the back transformation was directly
released and the sample returned into the monomer state.
For the ultrafast diﬀraction experiment, the shape analysis of
the instantaneously formed Bragg diﬀraction peak reveals the
formation of dimer seeds larger than 14 nm. This result
coincides nicely with the measured transversal coherence
lengths in Figure 6 and the prediction/simulation given in
Figure 7D. At those transformation rates, including the error
bar of the determination of the conversion rates, dimer seed
sizes between 15 and 20 nm are predicted. According to
Figures 6 and 7, a decrease of the optical photon ﬂux by a factor
of 10, corresponding to a conservative approach of cooperativity mechanism or a 1-dimensional phototransformation
mechanism, would mean that the Bragg diﬀraction peak remain
nearly constant if laser ﬂux is lowered. However, experimentally, the Bragg diﬀraction peak of the dimer state is not
measurable anymore when the optical photon ﬂux is lowered by
a factor of 5.
Including the results of the time-dependent analysis given by
the application of the JMAK model, we can safely conclude that
in the case of α-styrylpyrylium TFMS independent of the
excitation conditions like optical ﬂux, transformation degree, or
the use of quasi-continuous excitation or excitation with
ultrafast X-ray pulses, the photodimerization in the crystalline
phase follows a 0-dimensional growing model. Under the
optical excitation conditions used, the dimer formation is purely
photon-driven and does not need cooperative lattice support.
In Figure 9, the time-dependent behavior of the integral

Figure 9. Time evolution of the integral intensity of the (2 2 1) dimer
satellite peak at ultrafast time scales. The temporal ﬁt is Gaussian
shaped and 53 ps wide, resembling the time-resolution of the
synchrotron experimental setup.

Figure 8. (A, left) Radial intensity proﬁle of the Bragg diﬀraction peak
(2 2 1) at diﬀerent time points measured at the time-resolving
beamline ID09B, ESRF. At −100 ps and +100 ps, the Bragg diﬀraction
peak of the monomer phase can be seen, whereas at 0 and 40 ps an
additional contribution of the dimer phase to the Bragg diﬀraction
peak can be identiﬁed with dimer domain formation larger than 14
nm. Due to a temperature-induced back transformation into the
monomer state, the dimer contribution disappears until the time point
+100 ps. (B, right) Intensity diﬀerence map of the collected Bragg
reﬂection positive time points minus negative time point (−100 ps)
emphasizing the ultrafast formation of a whole domain. Note that the
diﬀerence map is evidently empty at t = −100 ps.

intensities of this light-induced contribution to the Bragg
diﬀraction peak (2 2 1) is described as Gaussian-shaped. The
temporal fwhm has found to be 53 ps which very much
resembles the time resolution of the apparatus. In the present
experiment, the 0-dimensional transformation mechanism is
therefore nearly instant and forms coherent dimer domains/
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seeds larger than 14 nm. The transformation mechanism does
not depend on coherence or wavelength of the absorbed optical
light nor the ﬂux of the absorbed photons but is only a material
speciﬁc property. Furthermore, the system shows neither an
eﬀect of laser heating on the dimerization process nor an eﬀect
of higher process temperatures of the back transformation (up
to 160 °C).
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■

CONCLUSION
In summary, the photodimerization of α-styrylpyrylium TFMS
has no propagation direction during the photoreaction which is
phonon-supported. The Avrami ﬁts of the X-ray diﬀraction data
for grains smaller and grains larger than 14 nm, as well as for
the optical absorption experiments, indicate very much similar
kinetic behavior. The growth of the dimer nucleation points
within the crystal and the grain growth of seeds smaller than 14
nm have been investigated by the analysis of diﬀuse planes in
the X-ray diﬀraction data. The growth kinetics of larger seeds
has been characterized by crystallographic techniques. By
investigating the fwhm of the diﬀuse reﬂections, the average
sizes at diﬀerent transformation degrees were analyzed up to
the formation of the pure dimer state. Analysis of the coherence
length, using the JMAK model at low transformation degrees,
shows good agreement with the X-ray diﬀraction data at high
degrees of transformation. The diﬀuse scattering experiments
also reveal further important aspects on the mechanism of
phototransformation: (a) during the dimerization by growing
from the local seeds to the global crystal in total, the change of
the angle of the unit cell dimensions must occur in a coherent
way, otherwise, the crystal would not transform homogeneously; (b) as the ﬁnite transverse dimensions of the
crystallites of the photodimerized crystallites growfrom the
local seeds to the overall global crystalthe photoinduced
changes of the unit cell parameters during dimerization lead to
a disorder eﬀect in the crystal. They are reﬂected in changes of
the mean deviation angle of the lattice-plane normals with
respect to the macroscopic orientation. This can be observed as
an increase of the transverse crystal coherence length.
The optical excitation conditions obviously lead to a uniform
transformation mechanism independent of the seed size. No
cooperative or phonon-supported mechanism has been found
for the dimerization reaction under study. On the ultrafast time
scale, no diﬀuse X-ray scattering has been observed. High
optical photon ﬂux excitation results in an instantaneous and
homogeneous formation of the dimer state with domain
formations larger than 14 nm in seed size. The photodimerization in the crystalline phase of α-styrylpyrylium TFMS
follows a 0-dimensional growing model. Kinetic analysis and
reciprocal space analysis (diﬀuse X-ray scattering) reveals a
dimerization process independent of the excitation conditions
like optical ﬂux, transformation degree, or the use of quasicontinuous excitation or excitation with ultrafast X-ray pulses.
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